
Young People
should be 
carefree 
not 
careworn.

Anti Terrorist Hotline 0800 789321
(Non urgent matters)

Police Scotland 101

Dial 999 for all urgent matters

Countering-terrorism
www.scotland.police.uk/contact-us/

countering-terrorism

Worries about the world.
www.childline.org.uk 

For more info
www.cne-siar.gov.uk

Social work

Stornoway
01851 822749

Balivanich
01870 604880

Barra
01871 810431

Out of Hours
01851 701702

Recent serious events around the world have 
touched the lives of everyone, including here in the 
Outer Hebrides.  In a time where confusion and 
uncertainty is commonplace, when everyone, both 
young and old fear may for their own and each 
others safety, it is important that children and young 
people are given very clear guidance on how to 
share their feelings and get support as soon as they 
need it. 

acknowledgement to Childine.Org.UK

Causes for Concern

Many things can make young people worried. 
Learning of life changing events through internet 
chat rooms or other social media or through day to 
day social engagement with friends is sometimes 
di�cult to make sense of.  Some things like politics, 
climate change, natural disasters and recent 
deliberate outrages, like terrorist attacks, are really 
quite complex and a lack of understanding can be 
unsettling and even frightening. 



What does it all mean? 

Young people might hear words like extremism and 
radicalisation but what do they really mean? 

Extremism describes people of any age, who have 
certain beliefs about politics or religion which are 
harmful, dangerous or against the law.

Terrorism is essentially when someone or a group of 
people use violence and fear to try and scare other 
people. A terrorist can look like anyone. They can be 
male or female, young or old and from any race or 
religion. They may use politics or religion to make it 
seem like violence and hate are acceptable. 

Radicalisation is when someone starts to believe or 
support extreme views. They could be pressurised into 
committing acts of violence by someone else or 
changing their behaviours and beliefs. 

They can be vulnerable to this if they feel:

 Isolated, lonely or wanting to belong
 unhappy about themselves and what others might  
 think of them
 embarrassed or judged/criticised about their culture,  
 gender, religion or race
 stressed or depressed
 tired of being bullied or treated badly
 angry at other people, authority �gures or   
 government o�cials
 confused about their beliefs or priorities.

A person at risk of radicalisation might:

 talk positively about dangerous groups or people  
 who promote hate.
 spend time with people or visit websites that promote  
 violence, hate, racism, homophobia or islamophobia
 become secretive 
 refuse to talk to people from a speci�c country or who  
 have a di�erent sexuality or belief
 be rude, aggressive or violent towards a particular  
 group of people. 

Troubling Times

Hearing about attacks or bombings like the ones in 
London and Manchester, can make young people 
and adults anxious or scared.  They may well feel 
unsafe and never ending news bulletins can give the 
impression that the threat of further incidents is 
substantial. 

It’s important to remember that in reality, terrorist 
attacks are still very rare in the United Kingdom. 

Most people are good and social events can still be 
enjoyed safely but everyone is urged to be alert and 
vigilant for anything unusual or out of the ordinary. 

If you do come across potentially illegal or o�ensive 
materials on the internet sites, chatrooms or other 

web based forums, report your concern to a trusted 
adult such as your school guidance teacher, local 

police o�cer or report your concern to GOV.UK/ACT  
(Action Counters Terrorism.)

Keeping You Safe

There will be an increased police presence in all 
Scottish towns and in public places such as transport 
hubs for the foreseeable future.

Our Local authorities and local communities are 
raising awareness of world issues and how to stay 
Safe.

Public events such as concerts, football matches and 
major gatherings have now much stricter security. 

The Scottish Government and Police Scotland have 
specially trained workers who are always �nding new 
ways to protect the our local communities across 
Scotland.

Doing nothing is not an option: 

Speak to your Schools Child Protection O�cer or 
contact your local police.

You might feel silly or unsure about reporting someone 
who may be involved in something dangerous if you 
don’t know for certain.  

But it is always ok to pass information on even if it does 
not turn out to be something serious.

It may be a false alarm but at least you made it with 
good intent!  

Some young people in the past have found it helpful 
to turn bad into good.   Organising fund raising 
events for charitable causes set up as a result of 
terrorist attacks or taking part in projects or 
campaigns to challenge extremist views and showing 
solidarity with, and empathy for, victims can provide 
caring young people with a purpose and a positive 
outlook. Childline.Org.uk is one such organisation but 
there are many others.

What can be done if 
you want to make a difference? 


